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PROGRAM

Score for the silent French film, La course aux potirons (2022) .................................................. Luke Hannington
World Premiere

The Long Beach Silent Movie Ensemble
Arnel Ignacio—clarinet, Jessica Joyce:—euphonium, Lauren Miller—violin

John Graves—double bass, Amanda Duncan—steel pan
Marc Lombardino—piano. Sean Dunnahoe—percussion

Luke Hannington—conductor

Rio Ichi (2021) ............................................................................................................................ Raymond Torres-Santos

Raymond Torres-Santos—amplified piano
virtual instruments and video

The Marionette Theater (2022) ..............................................................................................................Rychard Cooper

Rychard Cooper—modular synthesizer

“Lawn” (from I Wonder) (2019) .................................................................................................................. Amy Gordon
poem—Charles Anthony Silvestri

In Times of Hibernation (2020) ............................................................................................................................. Gordon
text—Amy Gordon

Elizabeth Manoukian—soprano, Vera Lugo—alto,  Corona de los Santos—tenor
Marcus Carline—bass, Josie Boyer—cello

Blue Sky Catastrophe (2020) .................................................................................................................. Martin Herman
co-composed—Seth Shafer, Vicki Ray

 
Vicki Ray—piano

Martin Herman, Seth Shafer—computer and 8 channel sound

Suite from the motion picture score Area Q (2012/2022) ................................................................. Perry LaMarca
Prologue & Galactic Abduction
The Mountain, Disappearance & Search
Turning Back & Epilogue

Recorded hybrid ensemble featuring
 Osvaldo Carmona—guitars. Rena Urso—flute

Soliloquio (2013) .........................................................................................................................................Adriana Verdié

David Garrett—cello

Periodicity (2022) .............................................................................................................................................Luis Molina

Luis Molina—keyboard and laptop

Selections from Antibodypolitic (2020-2022) ....................................................................................Alexander Miller
I. Running Spring
II. Antibodypolitic

Alexander Elliott Miller—electric guitar and electronics
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PROGRAM NOTES 

La Course Aux PotironsThe score for the silent french film, la course aux potirons (Pumpkin 
Race) is a type-3 sonata form. The silent film was written by Louis Feuillade and directed by Roméo Bosetti in 1907. 
Tonight is its premiere.                                                                                                                                                       —LH

Rio Ichi  Rio Ichi is my most recent work inspired by nature. My interest in nature goes back to my first 
compositions. Born and raised on the island of Puerto Rico, I have always been aware of the power of my surrounding 
environment as an inspiration. In Cordillera Central: cinco tonalidades de verde (1979), I was inspired by the different 
shades of green in a tropical forest; Summertime (1982) on the sun rays; Enchanted Islands (1983), on the blue of the 
Caribbean Sea; Otoao (1985), on the mysterious mountains; Fantasía caribeña (1992), on the sensuous movement 
of the palm trees on the wind; Tropical Nights Divertimento (1996), on the sounds of insects at night; Trío, No. 2 
(1998), on the motion of the sea waves. This series of works on nature culminated with the Millennium Symphony 
(1999-2000), in which I composed a 4-movement symphony around pre-recorded sounds of nature accompanying 
a live symphony orchestra: I. Volcano, on a “contrapuntal soundscape” of a tropical night; II. Sails, on the never-
still currents, waves and tides of the sea; III. Harvest, on the noisy daily city life; and IV. Frontiers, on sounds 
from the galaxies, provided by the Arecibo Telescope Observatory. This time Rio Ichi is inspired on the waves of a 
river flowing downstream and dedicated to the Japanese composer Ryoichi Sakamoto, an environmental advocate 
himself; it is why I use Japanese instruments in my composition. I believe there is music in nature and nature in 
music. Nature is just awaiting for us to find its beat, tempo, rhythmic pattern and melodies: to translate its code into 
music. This notion has been recently validated by the work of Murray Shafer’s soundscapes and John Luther Adams’ 
nature works. Of course, it has been known by Vivaldi, Beethoven, Mendelssohn Debussy and Cage, among so many 
others.                                                                                                                                                                                      —RTS

The Marionette Theater  The Marionette Theater is an improvisation for modular 
synthesizer.                                                                                                                                                                             —RC

Lawn  Lawn (from I Wonder), commissioned for the Central Bucks High School-West Choir of Doylestown, 
Pennsylvania by Dr. Joseph Ohrt, is the sixth of thirteen short poems written by Charles Anthony Silvestri. Each 
of the thirteen poems explores a different perplexing thought, ranging from humorous to serious. Lawn is a semi-
serious poem that asks why we spend so much time trying to control our lawns (and possibly lives), only to have 
to repeat the cycle every season. The musical setting features playful interactions between the voice parts and 
percussive, syncopated rhythms.

In Times of Hibernation The music and lyrics of Songs of Hope in Strange Times: 
In Times of Hibernation was written during the COVID-19 global pandemic of 2020 and was commissioned by 
SACRA/PROFANA Choir. The overall song cycle is five movements long, with each movement reflecting on how to 
find hope and meaning during strange and unknown times of life. After the first scary and frenetic days in March, 
2020 when the severity of COVID-19 started to become apparent in the USA, the world then seemed to enter a 
deeper state of hibernating and waiting, but it was not always clear exactly what was being waited for. In this second 
movement, In Times of Hibernation, the text asks whether we can find meaning in times of deep hibernation and 
seemingly-endless waiting. The answer may be that we have to simply wait and hold our breath along with time as 
the events unfold. It may be that the deepest meaning may be found during the quietest of times.

                                                                                                                                                                                —AG

Blue Sky Catastrophe Blue Sky Catastrophe is based on performer-driven generative 
musical processes. Musical phrases are algorithmically generated live by the computer and the performer is asked 
to sight read them. The computer then assesses the performance and generates the next phrase of music for the 
pianist – either more or less difficult based on the pianist’s performance. The pianist is asked to read the music 
accurately while also being given latitude to influence the computer’s musical decisions and pace. Therefore, the 
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score of the work is entirely performer-driven, different in every performance. The computer is set up to react not only 
to accuracy but also to aspects of the playing that will control live generated electronics such as harmonic attractors 
and spatialization. The performer and computer are engaged in a feedback loop that explores degrees of stability, 
periodicity, non-periodicity, micro-tuning, and quirky, chaotic potential.                                                                      —MH

Area Q  The Brazilian motion picture Area Q, features Isaiah Washington (Grey’s Anatomy, The 100) and local 
stars Tania Khalill & Murilo Rosa. It takes place in a remote area in the northeast known as Quixada. Its unusual 
topography has made it legendary for UFO sightings and conspiracy theories surrounding alien landings, etc.. That is 
the inspiration for the story. Per IMDb: A year after the disappearance of his son, Thomas Mathews, an investigative 
journalist, still has no information and begins his own obsessive search. However, the obsession has him losing his 
house and job so his boss sends him on special assignment in Brazil. In Brazil, Mathews investigates close encounter 
sightings that have taken place in the small cities of Quixada and Quixeramobim-also known as Area Q. While there, 
he realizes he will face the biggest discovery of his life.

The score utilizes a mixture of orchestral instruments (some w/live players, others realized with various sample libraries), 
synthesizers and “found sounds” often manipulated with synthesizers (primarily Spectrasonics’ Omnisphere), various 
plugins and other audio processing techniques. In order to obtain an “other-worldly” sound, almost every conventional 
sound is layered with an electronic one. The musical language is primarily chromatic and textural with the occasional 
“pretty tune” poking its head                                                                                                                                                        —PL

Soliloquio  In Soliloquio, the expressive and vibrant qualities of the violoncello are accentuated in this 
colorful piece, combining lyricism with virtuosity. A lively foot moves the listener from different dance-like territories 
to suit the particular timbre of each of the four strings of this traditional instrument. Using monophonic and polyphonic 
techniques, and resemblances with percussion instruments as well as remembrances of the plucking of the vihuela or 
the bowing of the viola-da-gamba, this piece offers a deep exploration of the sound-world of the contemporary cello. 
The piece was written in 2012-13 following a “call for scores” by David Garret, and it was graciously premiered by him 
in 2013.                                                                                                                                                                                       —AV

Periodicity  Periodicity uses the rhythms created from comparing the cycles per second of each frequency. 
These rhythms are then triggered and manipulated in Max by the keyboard player.                                                   —LM

Antibodypolitic  Antibodypolitic is an album length project in progress for electric guitar and 
synthesizer, composed mostly during the pandemic, each dealing with one emotion coming out of the quarantine. 
Tonight I am performing two selections: “Running Spring” was composed in 2020, inspired by the experience of 
getting into running during the early days of the pandemic. Antibodypolitic is both the title of the second selection and 
the album as a whole. This is a longer, hopeful piece composed during the summer and fall of 2021, the title, crossing 
“antibody” and “body politic” partially inspired by Arvo Part’s quote that “the coronavirus has shown us, in a painful 
way, that humanity is one living organism.”

—AM

We would love for you to support our programs if you are able by opening the QR code 
and giving to Composition Studies at the Bob Cole Conservatory of Music. Your donations 
directly benefit our students and help us continue providing great music to you and the 
community. Thank you for your consideration and appreciation for the talented BCCM 
students and of our programs. 

A NOTE FROM THE CONSERVATORY


